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A Decade with Skiptimes
By: Hataipat Kamalaporn and Natcha Ngaosuphanvongs IP12

Hataipat
The SKIPTIMES has been a staple of Satit Kaset
IP for a decade, this issue marking the tenth
year anniversary for the newspaper. I can

recall, during my younger years, the original
SKIPTIMES we would stuff into our backpacks

at the end of the day. They were so big!
I do remember that! The size of

those made the newspapers so life-
like, just like the New York Times.

Natcha

Hataipat
You’ve held a New York
Times newspaper in your

hands before? Natcha

…No.

Hataipat
Well, it’s great that a few years

later, they changed it to an A4 size,
I can fit it right into my folder!

Natcha
Right, you and your folders. But
the rustic feel is so satisfying,

especially the smell.
 

Hataipat

You… smell the newspaper? Natcha
No, no I don’t. Anyway, did you know that

the paper we use in the SKIPTIMES is
specialized for being comfortable on our

eyes? It gets rid of blue lighting that
appears in computer screens and tablets.
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A conversation between the star athlete star nerd, Natcha, and
Hataipat the rare INFJ individual (find out about your MBTI
personality type at https://www.16personalities.com/) which was
captured in the last minutes of their Editor-in-Chief careers. 



Hataipat
Woah, that’s awesome! I can’t wait for
the next SKIPTIMES. I heard there are

multiple teacher interviews with
adorable pictures of their childhood. This is the next

SKIPTIMES. We’re in it. 

Natcha

Hataipat
Oh. Well, for the record, I
don’t smell the newspaper. Natcha

No one accused you of it. I’m
curious to see how IP students will
continue the legacy of SKIPTIMES!

 
Hataipat

Before we take a look at that,
here’s a timeline of the SKIPTIMES

throughout the years!

10 years of
SKIPTIMEs

2021
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The first A4
SKIPTIMES

2018

SCHOOL NEWS

THE FIRST
original

SKIPTIMES
in 2011

2012

2014

2015
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IP Award Winners and
Competitions

2021 JA Asia Pacific
       Even during COVID-19, our
students have been engaging in
plenty of extracurricular activities
over the past year.
       Four representatives from
Grade 12 participated in the Asia
Pacific round of the Junior
Achievement Company of the
Year program, and the company,
Klutch Co., placed in the Top 10
among 19 companies. Our Grade
11 class has followed in the
footsteps of their upperclassmen
and has started up their company,
KEEP, selling eco-friendly,
multifunctional folders. With 15%
of profits being donated to the
Equitable Education Fund, this is
a product you can’t miss!

KUS IP Red Cross Youth
Volunteer Club 2021 Fund
Raising (Through Reskills
Global Learning Platform)

       Under our school's Red Cross Youth
Volunteer Club, Grade 11 student
Tamiry Charoenkul started a project, in
collaboration with a mobile App called
"Reskills" and the Thailand Association
of the Blind. The Reskills is a platform
to promote learning and is localized in
South/Southeast Asia. From the
December 12th 2022 to the February
12th 2022, students from the Red Cross
Youth Volunteer Club taught classes
about "Charming Thai Culture" on the
Reskills App as part of the Charity
Learning Festival event hosted by
Reskills. For every new Reskills account
created using the specific code, $1 is
donated to the club and the Thailand
Association of the Blind.

By: Kanin Valyasevi IP12
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I think I speak for most of the students when I say we miss the shows
and activities the school usually organizes when we’re at school. The
years we spent laughing at entertaining Lakorns (Thai Plays) in the Lan
IP are now gone because of an unprecedented pandemic. However,
during December 2021, Grade 5 saved Christmas by putting on a
brilliant play, “Christmas Carol," that encapsulates the holiday spirit
and teaches a lesson of what Christmas truly means: spending time
with friends and family. 

Christmas Carol is a novella by Charles Dickens about Ebenezer
Scrooge, an old man, well-known for his stinginess. On Christmas Eve,
Scrooge is visited by a group of ghosts, starting with his senior
business partner, Jacob Marley. The three spirits which follow, the
Ghosts of Christmas Past, Christmas Present, and Christmas Yet to
Come, show Scrooge how his mean behavior has affected those
around him. At the end of the story, he is relieved to discover that
there is still time for him to change, and we see him transform into a
generous and kind-hearted human being, like the main character in
Grade 5’s play. The parallels shown in a modern light give new
definition to the classic stories, maybe even influencing newer
generations to explore these traditional tales. Grade 5 students did a
great job of performing an online version of a play where every
student got to show their unique talents. Satit Kaset IP students greatly
look forward to more entertaining events in the future that will light up
dull holidays for everyone during the Covid-19 pandemic, just like how
“Christmas Carol” did.

By: Napapin Bualert and Natcha Ngaosuphanvongs IP12
Christmas Play by IP5
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Teacher Interviews
   Undergraduate education is somewhat crucial to a person’s career
path. As students transition from middle school to high school and
from high school to university, some may feel confident in what
they want to pursue, but some may be “lost” or unsure of what
their future holds. I have conducted these interviews to find out
what our teachers felt when they had to make these decisions and
what advice they would give to students who feel like there is
nothing that suits them well.

Ajarn Eric O’Meara

“I applied for the creative writing program. As
I started, I wasn’t sure if that was what I
wanted to do, but I realized that the subjects
I am passionate about are history and English 

1. What did you major in at university?
Why did you choose it?

literature. So, by the second year, I changed from a creative writing
major to a history major.”

2. During your enrollment and graduation, were you confident that
you would enjoy pursuing a career in the field that you chose?

“When I was enrolling, I wasn’t concerned as I should’ve been. At the
time of graduation, I started doing some courses in education and
thinking about doing a masters degree.”

3. If you could go back to high school or university, what would
be one thing you would change?

“I don’t think I’d change anything from when I was in university. In
high school, my main motivation was to get scores high enough to get
into university so I didn’t have much time for my hobbies. If I could 

Eric O’Meara

By: Wisumitra Tirapanish IP12

5  go back, I’d for sure expand my interests.”   



“There’s not a particular thing that I would change, but the important
point is to have something to do other than school work, like sports,
and social events.”

4. Please give a piece of advice to students who are looking into
what they want to study in the future or yet to find their passion.
“For those who are looking into what to study in the future, you have to
consider two things: your passion and the occupation that you’ll be able
to get after you graduate, depending on the level of education you want
to pursue. If you are yet to find your passion, I don’t think there’s a
time limit on it. I don’t know if you can necessarily search for it or hope
for it to appear either. You’ll know what it is when you find it. So, you
should try to get involved in as many things as possible and your passion
would probably find you.”

Ajarn Rick Attrill
1. What did you major in at university? Why did you choose it?

“I majored in chemistry. I chose it because I had a chemistry kit when
I was young and it made me become interested in the scientific field.”

2. During your enrollment and graduation, were you confident that 
you would enjoy pursuing a career in the field that you chose?

“Unlike some, I was always confident in what I was going to pursue. By
the time I started doing A-Levels (high school), I already planned to do
chemistry at university, and in my second year of undergraduate, I
knew I wanted to do a PhD.”

3. If you could go back to high school or university, what would
be one thing you would change?

4. Please give a piece of advice to students who are looking into
what they want to study in the future or yet to find their passion.

“Although it’s your decision at the end of the day, 
make sure you listen to everybody and be open-minded.
For those who are not sure about what they want 
to do, start researching, and don’t put it off. The more
knowledge you have about the possibilities that are out
there for your degree and the career afterwards, the
better position you will be in to make an informed
choice and not end up regretting any of your decisions.”

Rick Attrill
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“I would try to enjoy each day for
what it is. Looking back, it was the
one time of being a teenager and you
cannot rewind the clock. What you
will remember isn’t whether you failed
a test or got an A on every one of
them, but it’s the experiences and
memories you’ve made with your
friends.” 

Ajarn Eric Haugen

1. What did you major in at university? Why did you choose it?

4. Please give a piece of advice to students who are looking into
what they want to study in the future or yet to find their passion.

“I majored in pure mathematics. It was the subject I enjoyed the
most and it was a major I felt I could complete in 4 years.
University is expensive!”

2. During your enrollment and graduation, were you confident that
you would enjoy pursuing a career in the field that you chose?

“I would put my confidence at a 7 out of 10 by the time I
graduated. I don’t think most of us are ever 100 percent confident
that our decisions will work out. But when I first chose it, it was
more of a 4 out of 10 because I had lots of questions and never
had the chance to experience it so I was just unsure.” 

3. If you could go back to high
school or university, what would be
one thing you would change?

“Don’t be afraid to try and explore different areas of study. Cast a
wide net of experiences; find opportunities to experience different
careers and at the end of the day, ask yourself, ‘Is it really me?”

Eric Haugen
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“Truthfully, I don’t want to change anything because I believe that
all past things shaped me into who I am today. Everything happens
for a reason, and our duty is to be grateful for it and solve the
problems that come our way.”

Ajarn Kangsadan Dhanadham

1. What did you major in at university? Why did you choose it?

“I majored in Thai language and counseling and guidance
psychology at the faculty of education because of my passion for
Thai language since I was young, having participated in many
competitions. As for psychology, I chose it as my second major
because I like giving advice to my friends.”

2. During your enrollment and graduation, were you confident that
you would enjoy pursuing a career in the field that you chose?

“I was certain that I would enjoy learning these subjects no matter
how difficult they were and how many obstacles I had to face. I
would have the courage to push forward.”

3. If you could go back to high school or university, what
would be one thing you would change?

“As time moves forward, people
change. Like right now, being an
influencer or YouTuber may be
one of your dream jobs, but in
the future, your interests may
change, but your identity will
remain the same. By exploring
every opportunity you encounter,
you can finally find who you are.”

4. Please give a piece of advice to students who are looking into
what they want to study in the future or yet to find their passion.

Kangsadan Dhanadham
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 There is an endless number of reasons to visit Japan, as the country

has something to attract almost every kind of traveler. You can visit a

variety of spectacular landmarks around the country. Japan is not

only famous for its beautiful sights, but it is also one of the best

places in the world to go shopping. Furthermore, this East Asian

country offers food lovers a vast plethora of unique foods that are

exclusive to each area. When you think of Japan, Tokyo would come

first to mind. This capital city is rich in culture and will provide you

with a host of new memories and experiences. As you explore the city,

you will find many interesting shops, unique restaurants, and

picturesque sights that can be found off the beaten path. For those

who want to chill on their vacation, Okinawa is a comfort zone like no

other place. Dubbed the “Hawaii of Japan”, the islands trail south

toward Taiwan like a strand of pearls. Some of the islands are

inhabited, some are simply a slip of untarnished white sand lapped by

thick blue seas, while others are scattered with luxurious resorts at

the edge of pristine dive sites.

Hawaii of Japan :
Okinawa
By:  Charupat Trakulchang IP12 
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Source:  https://thesmartlocal.com/read/travel-japan/

https://thesmartlocal.com/read/travel-japan/


Australia is also home to one of the world's natural

wonders: The Great Barrier Reef. The reef is located

in the Coral Sea, off the coast of Queensland,

Australia. With more than 2,900 individual reefs and

900 islands stretching for over 2,300 kilometers over

an area of approximately 344,400 square kilometers, 

Throughout the years, Australia has captivated

the world with its unique natural wonders and

remarkable landmarks. The Sydney Opera House

is regarded as one of the most renowned venues

in the world. Located on the Sydney Harbour,

The Sydney Opera House is a multi-venue

performing arts center visited by more than 10.9

million tourists each year. 

Australia

The Great Barrier Reef is the world's most extensive coral

reef system. Australia does not only offer beautiful natural

wonders and landmarks, but it also illustrates many

contrasting cultures, diverse cities, and exotic wilderness that

is proven to be a once-in-a-lifetime experience.

By: Warit Chirathanawattana

The Great Barrier Reef

The Sydney Opera house 
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Source:  https://www.planetware.com/tourist-attractions/australia-aus.htm 



London is the capital of the United Kingdom. Among
the oldest of the world’s great cities, its history spans
nearly two millennia and is one of the most cultured.
By far Britain's largest metropolis, it is also the
country’s economic, transportation, and cultural
center. When you are visiting London, you simply can
not miss Big Ben. Big Ben is a tower clock known for its
accuracy and its massive hour bell. It is roughly 96
meters tall and weighs around 13.5 tons, and was
assembled 162 years ago. Today, many people look to
Big Ben on New Year's Eve, as the familiar chimes
mark the start of each new year. 

 

 

 

London, England

The chimes also mark the 11th hour of the 11th day of the
11th month every year on England's Remembrance Day,

which marks the date and time that World War I ended. If
you ever have an opportunity, then you must visit and see it

with your own eyes! 

London is on London’s South Bank at County Hall, close to other leading
attractions in the area, including the London Eye, SEA LIFE London, and

the Shrek Adventure. Shrek Adventure is developed by Merlin
Entertainments in conjunction with DreamWorks Animation and brings

to life the hilarious world of Shrek and friends. The fantastic tour
combines 10 laugh-out-loud live shows and classic sets from the Shrek

films with captivating storytelling, an amazing 4D ride, dramatic special
effects, and extraordinary DreamWorks animation.

By: Poramat Chatkunpanit IP12 
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https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Products-g186217-

https://www.planetware.com/tourist-attractions/england-eng.html

 
Sources: 

        a_contentId.109109192131+10400713880-England.html

 

https://www.britannica.com/place/United-Kingdom
https://wonderopolis.org/wonder/why-is-it-called-big-ben#
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Products-g186217-a_contentId.109109192131+10400713880-England.html
https://www.planetware.com/tourist-attractions/england-eng.htm
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Products-g186217-a_contentId.109109192131+10400713880-England.html


 The theme park features rides that provide theriders with thrills and excitement. Rides like theTwilight Zone tower will be the most worthy ridesfor people looking for joy and excitement sincethese rides accelerate in the dark and wobble inall directions. Disney world also features resortsand dining rooms. It is a place that packscomfortability with excitement and joy in one.

As a kid, it is a dream of mine to explore 

many places throughout the vast world. 

In this world, the choices you end up choosing

is subjective since it hinges on one’s opinions

to others, but for me growing up, I’d like to

travel to the United States. The US is many

people’s dream destination, and it’s all for

good reasons. There is a lot to be said since

the US has many aspects built to attract

foreigners like the Golden Gate and, notably,

Disney World, located in Florida and features a

blast of entertainment for all ages. 

United States
By: Karndanai Udomsiriphocksai IP12
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Source:  https://tinyurl.com/mr24vy8a



Burnout and depression have overlapping
symptoms. Many people are confused as to
whether they have one or the other. Burnout
syndrome usually happens after you have been
stressed about something for a period of time. 
Signs of burnout syndrome include emotional,
physical, or mental exhaustion, anxiety, poor job
performance, headache, etc. Depression is a
diagnosable mental health condition that causes
other common symptoms such as losing interest in
your favorite activities, feeling empty or sad all the
time, eating too much or too little and sleeping too
much or too little. 

Burnout vs.
Depression

  The main difference between these two is
how long the symptoms last. While burnout

syndrome is temporary and would eventually
disappear, depression takes a long time to cure.
Depression comes into place as the symptoms
continue for more than two weeks. However,
studies have shown that burnout can also lead

to depression. Therefore, if you are having any
of the symptoms whether it's burnout or

depression, please seek professional help. 
 

 By: Narada Kultawaiporn IP12
 

[ Mental Health Awareness ]
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Source: 

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279286/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279286/


The Wellness Wonders
By: Natcha Ngaosuphanvongs IP12

Art is a crucial form of emotional expression. 
It’s an excellent way of releasing pent-up feelings and stress.
When I’m pressured from homework or tests, I would wake up

and take a huge stretch. Then, I would not scroll in social
media because we all know where that path leads (an hour on
Tiktok is not pretty) and, taking out a scrap piece of paper
and pencil, I would doodle what’s on my mind. As a mere
mortal compared to godlike artists, my ‘art’ is far from

beautiful, but it loosens the tightness around my shoulders
and the burden in my heart. I believe you, too, can pursue
this soothing freedom by drawing in this free space below. 

Draw what's on your mind !

Mental health awareness
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 In the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic, many people avoid 
 going out to crowded places, including the hospital. App Raksa
is an online hospital App that was created and developed by a
Thai startup company. It is an alternative safer choice to
contact the doctor without needing to go to the hospital.
Patients will be able to consult with the specialist doctors from
many well-known hospitals through chat or video call at any
time they are available without any fee for 1 minute or up to
200 baht for 15 minutes. Then the patient's diagnosis,
prescription, and recommended treatment will be sent to the
patient in the application. Furthermore, the patients can consult
the pharmacist without any fee if they need recommendations
about their medication. Also, the patient can buy the medicine
from an online pharmacy in the application. The application
Raksa is easy to use and suitable for the pandemic situation
where it is not convenient for us to go to the hospital.

16

RAKSARAKSA
APPLICATIONAPPLICATION

ONLINE HOSPITALONLINE HOSPITAL

By: Kanyakorn Kuparatana IP11

Tech Review



Experiment and unleash your

ultimate inventive power with

designing and constructing

buildings. With our own two hands,

we can choose the sim’s destiny and

their path in life. Choose what

career they would pursue or whom

they would interact with. Enjoy

the ability to create and control

the sims in a virtual world where

there are no rules. Create your

own stories now in the Sims 4!

Sul Sul! The Sims 4 is a life

simulation game where you can

use your creative imagination and

achieve your wildest dreams in

life. With just a click of a mouse,

you can make your own little

world full of unique and distinct

characters. From the sims'

appearance to their personalities,

everything is customizable. Mix

and match the variety of clothes

until you are satisfied. Build the

perfect household for your sims. 

THE SIMS 4

By: Parisa Chaiprasert &By: Parisa Chaiprasert &
Ramon Apaphant IP10Ramon Apaphant IP10

Game Review
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   “Perfect! Taco delivery on the way,” I proclaim plopping down in front of

the computer and cup of steaming hot coffee. 

   Oh my goodness,  it ’s 18:58 now. 2 more minutes,  oh no, it ’s about to become

1 minute.  I  must get ready for the auction. Today’s the big day! My favorite

author’s first hardcover first edition, signed by the man himself ,  is being

auctioned right now. Oh pleaseeeee, I  really need to get it .  This will  solidify

me as his biggest fan to everyone who has ever doubted me! I need to believe

in my skills and strive for the best.

   Okay, I have already planned this out,  I  have set aside $200 for this cover

and I won’t back down until I  get the book. 18:59, oh please facebook, please

be kind to me. It started, okay calm yourself Del,  it ’s gonna be fine. The

starting price is $25, an acceptable price. The first bidder is in. $50, WOW

what a jump. I have to fight them. HERE! I’ll  put mine in at $75. Now, I just

need to sit back and wait until someone counters my offer.

 

   I  focus on the screen, feeling my eyes bulge with intensity as I wait for the

inevitable counteroffer.  My wait was only momentary. 

   The counteroffer is here, $100! That escalated pretty quickly. I  can’t

believe it ,  damn you user299482. But it’s ok I can do it ,  I ’m putting my offer

in again. $125, now I won’t lose. Oh you, user 299482 again. $130? HA, I can

beat you, I prepared $200 for this.

DEL ’S L IFE LESSON
By: Kwanrawee Mahattanodomkul, Jinraya Jirungseewattana,

and Chayabha Theppithuck IP10

SHORT STORY 
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 Ding!

  “Ma’am, your delivery is here”

  The doorbell .  My tacos! What do I do, what do I do?! I need to bid but if  I  don’t

pick up my delivery, they’re going to leave with my tacos! It’s fine, they can wait.

$150, can you beat that user299482?

  “Ma’am, my next delivery is across the city.  I  can see that you’re home, your

lights are on. I will  have to leave now if you don’t get it .”

  “Leave it by the door!”

  “Ma’am, there’s an unleashed dog outside. A very big one that will  definitely take

your tacos if  I  leave it on the floor or doorknob. Also, it ’s policy for our services

that we give the tacos directly to-”

  Oh my goodness, user299482 bidded $180? Let's end this.  It’s time for my final

offer,  the entire $200!

  I  dash to the front door, grab the tacos, slam the door, and rush back to the

computer.

  “Ma’am, you need to pay me!”

 Looking for something of monetary worth, 

I grab a wad of cash on the key plate, 

open the door, and stuff it  in the delivery man’s face.

 

 “Keep the change!”

  I  throw myself on the chair,  scrambling for a view of the auction. Sold! To

user299482 for $201.

  “Perfect,” I groan. Wait,  there’s no filling? That stupid taco guy sucked out my

taco! Time to chase him down, that cheeky- wait… there on the floor, in the

doorway. It’s the taco fillings in a pile where I had – in my horrible hurry – spilled

them. “NO! No, no, no, no book and no tacos, just no…”
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   A newly released animation film from Pixar, “Soul” is an

incredible film that I would totally recommend for everyone,

at any age, to watch. This meaningful film is about two

characters, Joe Gardner, a very passionate pianist who got

the chance to finally make his life “complete” and 22, an

infant soul. They make the perfect combination.  

  Their dynamic evokes strong feelings in

every single scene in the film. This multi-

layered film, inspired by life and death, and

filled with memorable lessons, is what

everyone surely needs. Watch it on Disney+

Hotstar, and you’ll embrace every little

thing in your life.

 

Movie Review
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Racket Boys is a story of a badminton club in the countryside on the

brink of disbanding but their fate changed as they gained a new

coach and a new teammate. Each competition captured on the show

kept me on the edge of my seat. In addition, the unexpected bond

between all the characters is something to look forward to. The series

gave me a glimpse of friendship, sportsmanship, and the team’s

journey to enter the national league. It also subtly touches on the

topics of generation gaps and family expectations.  

 Racket Boys  
 By: Wisumitra Tirapanish IP12

 

  라켓소년단
They emphasized the pressure of always being at

the top of the game and its toxicity. The most

important lesson of all is how it is not a sin to fail.

Like in sports or any other situation, even the best of

the best will make a mistake, which is totally alright.

 “Racket Boys'' is highly recommended for anyone

that is looking for something fresh, casual, and

heartwarming. 

 

 Series Review 
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Zodiac Zone!

You are a ram that likes to dive right into
complicated situations. If you come across
some unfortunate situations today, you may
become frustrated with them. But don’t
worry! Your ambitious spirit and optimism
will get you through it . 

The next time you are assigned a group
project, you should try leading it . You have a
high tendency to become an ambitious leader
who’s able to utilize their passion and
confidence to motivate others around you.
 

Dear Tauruses, your dedication and self-
drive are acknowledged. So acknowledged,
that the god of money may bestow a
couple of thousand baht if you catch their
attention by screaming “Taurus is the best
sign!” in the sky. 

 Today, you’re going to walk outside and
see three pigeons perching on the wires
above the sidewalk. Do NOT walk under
them- you will regret it .

Sc0rp

By Aquafore-cast, Loud Lioness Leo, Geminics Anonymous, Sc0rp 

A ries

March 21 to April 20 

Loud Lioness Leo

Aquafore-cast

Taurus

Aquafore-cast & Sc0rp

April 21 to May 20

2022
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Geminis such as myself are
destined for glory this year! Hmm…
Gemini. Ge mi ni. It kind of rhymes
with simplify, which is something
you’ll have to do to a fraction in
your next math class, trust me. 

You guys are such an energetic
social butterfly; but for real, y’all
gotta chill you can sometimes be
too chaotic for people to handle. 

Like it or not, there’s a high
possibility that you’re getting a
puppy at your doorstep today.

Your house probably has 100
boxes of tissue. Fifty for when you
are watching sad movies, the rest
are for when you are studying for
the math summative. 

Aquafore-cast

Gemini

May  21  to June  20 

Sc0rp

Aquafore-cast

CancerLoud Lioness Leo

June 21 to July 22

2022
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Leos make great JA presidents. 20 years
from now, CEOs from all around would
like you to calm down and take some
time to relax for a bit; they would still
l ike to have their jobs for a few years. 

This is YOUR year! The tiger year on the
Chinese calendar (close enough). Own it
and strive for what makes you the
happiest! Also, stay away from those
Coca Cola flavored gummies. That is a
bad omen. 

Hi! How long did it take you to get to
this section? If it took you some time,
was it because of how you just had to
read all of the horoscopes in order? Try
letting go of control and let yourself
relax a bit. 

You’re going to meet a celebrity today…
I don’t know who it will be. Let’s hope
it’s, like, Chris Evans or Jungkook or
Tom Hiddleston or Pete Davidson or
something. Pete Davidson always looks
like he’s half-asleep… you ever notice
that?

Aquafore-cast

Leo
July  23  to August  22 

Aquafore-cast & Sc0rp

Sc0rp

Virgo

Geminics Anonymous

August 23 to September 22
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Next time you have a long conversation
with someone, try asking them mid-
sentence or even make a quiz at the end
of the call to see if they were actually
listening to you. If they aren’t able to
answer and score lower than 50% on the
quiz, have them buy you a puppy. 

When you're scrolling through your Netflix
catalog, unable to decide what to watch
and becoming frustrated over it, try
watching cooking channels instead.
Inspiration is key to a perfect dish!

Greetings to one of the most passionate
signs! Knowing that you can become quite
obsessive, try to CHILL OUT. Try to take
a deep breath and just please calm down.
The world isn’t falling apart yet.

Aquafore-cast

Libra

Scorpio

The keeper of secrets, a well of ambition,
and an ocean full of charm, Scorpios have
the title of being dark and mysterious. We
are the manifestations of the classic
vampire-bad-boy-leather-jacket-motorcycle-
riding character in dating games.

September 23  to October  22 

Aquafore-cast

Sc0rp

Sc0rp

October 23 to November 21
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The stars are unsure of your future,
Sagittarius. Meaning the deadline is in
an hour and I can’t think of anything.
We’ve all been there, right Sagittarius?
We’re friends, right? Maybe go drink
some water, I heard that’s pretty good
for you. I swear, your reading in the next
issue is going to be AMAZING. Just you
wait.

Try to stay active both physically and
socially to make the most out of these
times. Let your inner jock shine!

You’re so ambitious and you're going
to want to write in the SKIPTIMES,
which is awesome because we are
severely understaffed. 

Geminics Anonymous

Sagittarius

Capricorn

I ’m really big about crystals (my
friends would know) and looking into
your horoscope, you should purchase
the crystal called the carnelian,
which is a bright crimson and fiery,
just like your persevering spirit!

November 22 to December 21

Geminics Anonymous

Sc0rp

December 22 to January 19

Aquafore-cast
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Aquarius
Ahhh the water bringer! Overflowing
others with your open-mindedness and
all the worries in your mind. Can’t sleep
even though it has been past midnight?
Yeah, me too. 

You are so rare, smart, and just superior
intellectuals! Absolutely nothing bad can
be said about you. End of discussion. 

Honestly, you are one of the most pure,
kind spirits ever (except when someone
lies to you- gotta get out of your way).
Next time a prince asks for your number,
it ’s okay to say no. Bring up your
standards from a Prince Phillip to a
Prince Naveen. You got this!

Pisces

In quarantine, I was on my couch,
watching the Pixar film named Luca with
my family and I must say, this movie
reflects your personality as a Pisces
Joyful and light, but also holding a deep
message within.

January 20 to February 18

Loud Lioness Leo

Sc0rp

February 19 to March 20

Aquafore-cast

Sc0rp
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SKIP EDITION
Mark the ones you've done at school so far!

 Hung out
in the nurse

room

 Forgot to
bring a face

mask to
school

 Came to
school
before

7am

Played the
piano in the

playroom

BINGO

 Drank
Chokchai

Milk

Walked
to 7-11

Doodled in
English

class
 

 Worked on
the bulletin

boards in
the hallway

 

Played
dodgeball
in the Lan

IP

 Bought
something

at SBS

Slept
during
class

Forgot
your bow

tie

 Brushed
your
teeth

 Performed
during the

Senior
Farewell

Ceremony

Been in a
school

play

 Hungout
in the

playroom

Hung out
by the

basketball
court

Swam in the
pool at the

regular
program

 Competed in
Reader’s
Theater

Talked to
a high

schooler

 Visited the
school’s Art
and Music

Exhibition  

 Visited the
school’s

Science Fair

 Visited the
teachers’

lounge

 Stayed
over 6pm

after
school

 FREE

Name: Grade: Date: Teacher:
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 DOwn
1. A place with pianos and wooden

steps

2. The place to plant behind the

metal cage

4. Swirling steps from first to

fourth floor

6. 15 minute break with milk

8. Can be secret meeting room with

a sink

9. A place with books and novels

10. Silver metal cage

Skip
Crossword 

 7.PLAYGROUND

8. BATHROOM

9. LIBRARY

10. DOME

11. ISOFFICE

12. TEXTBOOK

Across
3. Purple and blue floors

5.  Purple and green books for

note-taking

7. A place where you slide and

climb

11. An office where you get

official documents

12. Heavy book for learning

 1. PLAYROOM

2.GARDEN

3. LANIP

4. STAIRCASE

5. NOTEBOOK 

6. MILKBREAK

 Answer
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